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COMMITTEE REPORT:

INSURANCE
By Charles L. Ratner

A Boomer at the Crossroads
Of a Vintage Policy
When weaving the options, tax planning should loom large

A

hypothetical policyholder is about to get on
a call with just as hypothetical an insurance
advisor. They’re going to discuss the options
that the policyholder has for a now-vintage life
insurance policy that he bought “when he was a kid.”
We’ll refer to the policyholder, both individually and
generically, as Charlie or “C,” just to show that there
are no bounds to my creativity. We’ll refer to the
advisor as “A,” for the same reason.
The genesis for the call is that Charlie has
finally gotten around to a New Year’s resolution (he
won’t say from what year) to work with his wife to
consolidate and simplify their finances. He’s about
to be pleasantly surprised, albeit a little confused, by
all the options he has for the policy. He’s also about
to find that each and every one of those options
involves a learning curve and some trade-offs along
the way to an informed decision.

Stipulations

Before we listen in on the conversation, let’s stipulate
a couple of things. First, any given insurance
professional could conduct this conversation
differently from the way this advisor will conduct
it, perhaps exploring what I’ll refer to as “options
within the options” that are beyond the scope of this
article. And that’s fine. The important thing is that
the conversation occurs in the first place! Second, life
insurance professionals know that the conversation
with Charlie would quickly take a different tack to
the extent that any of his circumstances, mindset or
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policy type and condition differ from those in the
article. That’s why the point of this article is to make
five larger points:
1. A vintage, well-funded cash value policy of any
stripe can be an exceedingly valuable asset,
especially these days.
2. Unless they’re remarkably well read for someone
not in the insurance business, the typical insured/
policyholder doesn’t know what they don’t know
about the policy or the breadth of options for
dealing with it. That lack of knowledge could lead
to an unfortunate decision that can’t be undone.
3. It would be a mistake to think that this kind of
interaction between a policyholder and an advisor
is just about life insurance policy mechanics and
underwriting. It’s also an exercise in broad-based
personal financial planning and, as always, tax
planning. In fact, at this stage in Charlie’s life,
meaning the financial de-accumulation stage,
tax planning is as important and as complicated
as it’s ever been. Therefore, the tax implications
of the options that the advisor will discuss are of
paramount importance.
4. It takes a true professional to ask the right
questions, gather the right information about
both the insured and the policy, listen carefully
to really “hear” the individual, see the whole
field and not just the goal posts, fashion the right
recommendations and create a glide path for
informed decisions. Actually, isn’t this last point
the quintessence of counseling, perhaps any form
of counseling?
5. Speaking of tax planning, the insurance advisor
isn’t the only type of advisor who could add value
by broaching this topic with a client. The topic lends
itself nicely to being a part of what Charlie refers to
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later on as a “tax tune-up.” It’s a great opportunity
for collaborative work among advisors.
With that, as duly authorized eavesdroppers,
let’s listen in to some of the more interesting parts
of the conversation. And by the way, I phrased some
of Charlie’s questions and remarks to reflect the fact
that he’s a consumer, asking the kind of questions
and making the kind of remarks that an insurance
professional would expect from a consumer in a
wide-ranging conversation like this one. Charlie
won’t always make sense, but he’s learning!

Let’s Start With Some Background

A: 
W hile we wait for the policy statement and
in-force illustration, I have a few questions for
background. When did you buy the policy, and
what was your underwriting classification?
C: 
I bought it a little more than 40 years ago.
Whatever the best underwriting class was, that’s
what I got.
A: Just to confirm, do you own the policy, or is it in
a trust?
C: I own it. My wife is the primary beneficiary and a
trust is secondary.
A: Just

curious, why did you buy the policy?
C: I was newly married, we were buying a house
and I wanted some life insurance. I bought some
term insurance, which is long gone now. But I
also bought this policy because it combined the
insurance with a systematic way to save that I
knew I would stick with. As I look back now, it
was one of the smartest things I ever did!
A: You mean buying the policy?
C: No, I mean getting married! But the policy was a
smart move too.

Fast Forward to Today

A: W
 hat role does the policy now play in your
planning? Do you still need the coverage, and
even if you don’t need it, do you still like to know
it’s there?
C: I suppose that “technically,” meaning if I were
to run the numbers, I’d see that I don’t need the
coverage. But it definitely gives me some peace of
mind, just in case. So, yeah, I like knowing it’s
there. But there’s more to it than that. I see the

markets are taking a hit today, which is no big
deal, but it does remind me how I’ve always liked
the way my cash value grows, regardless of what’s
happening in the markets. I’ve always liked that
the build-up isn’t taxed and, of course, the fact
that my wife won’t pay taxes on the insurance
proceeds is also obviously a big plus. Bottom line,
the policy’s been a great anchor to windward, I
mean, if you get my drift.
A: A
 re you still paying premiums?
C: 
Yes and using the dividends to buy paid-up
additions. The dividends have exceeded the
premium for several years now. In fact, this year’s
dividend should be at least three times greater
than the premium. At least! But I’ve kept up the
premiums, even though the policy should be able
to support itself for the duration. Right?

One variation is where you have
the annual dividend pay the
premium with the excess dividend
paid to you in cash.
A: Y
 es, that should be right, but we’ll take a closer
look when we get the illustration and talk about
your options.
A: Approximately how much cash value and how
much death benefit?
C: According to my last statement, the cash value is
$X, and the death benefit is $1.5X.
A: Do you know what your basis is in the policy,
meaning how much premium you’ve paid?
C: I think it’s around $.5X.
A: A
 ny policy loan?
C: No.
A: 
Hey, I see we got the in-force illustration,
along with a couple of others. It assumes that
you continue to pay premiums and apply the
dividends to paid-up additions. This is a nice
policy! See how the cash value and death benefit
keep rising? We’ll use this illustration as our base
case. Just a few more questions.
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A: T
 he premium is around $750 a year. Is the $750 a
burden for you?
C: No. We’re cutting back here and there because,
you know. But, no, it’s not a burden. I don’t really
even notice it anymore.
A: A
 re you as healthy as you look?
C: Hey, you’re not supposed to be able to see me
because this is only a telephone call. But, I’m a
healthy 72 year old, today anyway. And a nonsmoker, by the way.
A: Assuming on a very preliminary basis, meaning
that based on a couple of assumptions it looked
like an exchange would have merit, would you
then be willing to share your medical information
so I could get a more realistic sense of what could
be available?

Newer policies can have some
guardrails that mitigate the risk of
a policy’s lapsing.
C: I guess so. Hey, maybe you could just have
someone drive by the house, and I’d look out
and wave. Sorry, yeah, I’m okay with sharing
that information if, as you say, I can see there’s a
reason to do that.
A: D
 o you have long-term care (LTC) insurance?
C: No. Why do you ask?
A: 
Because one of the options we’ll talk about
involves exchanging your policy for one that can
provide LTC benefits.
C: I think I’m gonna need a bigger notepad!
A: A
 re you a tax-sensitive investor?
C: Is there any other kind? But seriously, I do take
taxes into account as an investor, which is why I
appreciate that they don’t tax the growth in cash
value in my policy. In fact, I’m probably more tax
sensitive and more tax aware these days than I
ever was, especially after our tax advisor gave us
a tutorial about planning for stuff like required
minimum distributions, the net investment
income tax and the Medicare surtax. Let’s just
say that she got our attention! So I do have to be

sensitive to the tax implications of any move I
make with the policy.

Financial Priorities

A: O
 ne more question so that I can try to laser focus
the discussion. Do you have any other financial
priorities or concerns that I should know about
before we get into your options for the policy?
C: How much time you got? Actually, we're trying
to declutter. We’re consolidating our accounts,
trying to automate things where we can,
challenging the reasons for owning this or that
and, basically, trying to simplify and streamline
our finances and reduce the number of things we
have to keep track of ourselves. Should have done
it a few years ago when we retired but, you know.
Beyond that, I’m sure that I have a lot of the same
concerns that many people you talk to have. In a
nutshell, it’s whether our money will last at least
as long as we do. Some days I feel pretty confident
that we’re okay. But some other days, I have my
doubts. Anyway, that’s part of why we’re taking a
hard look at our investments and all that.
A: I know you didn’t mention any concern about
legacy or estate taxes, but I should ask just to be
thorough.
C: Understood. No, we’re not concerned about that.

Options

A: O
 kay, let’s go through your options. By the way, I
encourage you to run any and all of this by your
tax advisor or any advisor that you would like to
consult with. Your advisor can call me with any
questions or requests for material.
Stay the course. The first option is to
stay the course. Give or take a change in the
dividend scale, this is how your policy will
look in the future if you continue to pay the
premiums. I’m glad to see that they included
columns for the internal rates of return for
the cash value and death benefit, respectively.
A lot of people find those columns help them
measure the bang for the buck they’re getting
from the policy under different scenarios.
Here are some variations on the theme:
Apply dividends to premiums, excess to paid-up
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additions. In this illustration, you’ve changed the
dividend option to “dividends to reduce, balance
to additions,” which means that the dividend
is first applied to the premium and the excess
dividend buys paid-up additions. No more cash
outlay, but you still have all the cash value and
insurance coverage. In fact, both continue to
increase, just not as rapidly as they would under
the base case.
C: Not bad! No more premiums, my capital is intact
and I keep the coverage. And the cash value and
insurance even increase. I like this!
A: Great. Here’s another variation:
Apply dividend to premiums, excess paid in
cash. The next variation is where you have the
annual dividend pay the premium, with the
excess dividend paid to you in cash. So you not
only have no further outlay, but also you have

an income stream. As a tax-sensitive individual,
you’ll like that the income stream will be tax
free and won’t bump up your Medicare income
base until you’ve recovered your basis, which is
projected to take 11 years. After that, it’s taxable.
C: I like this one too! But now I’m starting to see
the trade-offs. Would I rather see the insurance
growing or get a check every year that I could
invest, maybe help to pay Medicare premiums or
just apply to the pursuit of happiness? Anyway,
as I look at the first two illustrations and see how
the dividends aren’t buying a lot of insurance as
I get older, it’s obvious that there’s no obvious
conclusion. I’m going to have to run some
numbers to figure out where I get the most bang
for the buck. Actually, who am I kidding? I can
run numbers until the Titanic arrives in New
York. It will all depend on the assumptions, and
who knows if they’re any good. Anyway, I have
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a strong sense that the decision won’t depend on
the numbers, at least not on the numbers alone.
A: By the way, just so I don’t forget, I should mention
that you could just surrender the policy for its
cash value. The difference between the cash value
and the premiums you paid would be ordinary
income.
C: Ordinary income? Ouch! I don’t want to go there.
Anyway, I don’t want to lose the policy.

If you prioritize the death benefit
for your survivors over the cash

C:

value for your own use, a 1035
exchange might enable you
to apply the cash value of the
current policy as premium for a
new policy with a considerably
larger death benefit.
A: Tap policy for more income. The next variation
would be of interest if you want to start tapping the
policy for more income than you would get by the
“dividends to reduce and balance in cash” option.
To be clear, this approach is a marked departure
from staying the course, both strategically and
emotionally. This illustration shows no further
cash outlay. But now look. You see an income
stream for, in this example, 10 years. Basically,
we asked the insurance company to project the
maximum amount of annual income that you
can take from the policy for 10 years without:
(1) ever having to resume cash premiums and
(2) never allowing the policy to lapse. Technically,
you’re surrendering paid-up additions to the
extent of your basis and then taking policy
loans. Under current law, the payments for the
10 years would be tax free. Let’s walk through the
illustration so you can understand the mechanics

A:
C:
A:
C:
A:
C:

A:

and, particularly, the impact of the surrenders
and loans on the cash value and death benefit.
There’s a lot more that you’ll need to understand
before you choose this option, especially about
the importance of monitoring the policy and
calibrating how much you take out every year
so that you never put the policy at risk of lapsing
before you do, if you know what I mean. Just for
what it’s worth, newer policies can have some
guardrails that mitigate the risk of the policy’s
lapsing, but that’s not the case with a policy of
this vintage.
This is interesting. I can definitely see why this
option would be attractive for someone
looking for cash flow, especially from a tax
planning perspective. But, for now at least, it’s not
the direction that I want to take with the policy. I
guess that’s what you meant by “strategically
or emotionally.” But, you know, just seeing this
option is really helpful to me. Who knows, maybe
I’d do something like this in a couple years. We’ll
see. Meanwhile, it’s another indication of how
valuable the policy is and, of course, how smart
I was to buy it. It’s also validating my thinking
about why I own the policy and what I want it to
do for us.
I understand. I just need to show you options
like this so that you can make a well-informed
decision.
Let’s stop for a minute. My coffee is IRR.
I RR?
Yeah, it’s ready for refill. Can I get you some
more?
Y
 ou can’t do that. It’s a phone call, remember?
Okay, I’m back and IRR (ready to roll)! But first,
I have an idea. I’m going to create a column on
the far left of my notepad so that I can keep
track of whether an option that you describe is
something I can do at any time with no questions
asked or is something that’s either time sensitive
or contingent on my age or health. Okay?
Good idea. I’ll let you know as we go along.

Sometimes that will be self-evident, sometimes
we won’t know until you apply. What’s more, with
the passage of time, some approaches may still be
available but no longer attractive or sensible. But
sure, we’ll note as appropriate as we go along.
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1035 Exchange

A: O
 kay, let’s move along to a totally different
discussion. As I said, this is a very nice policy.
A very valuable asset. But let me show you this.
Have you ever heard of a 1035 exchange?
C: Is that a street address?
A: No, the 1035 is a reference to a section of the
Internal Revenue Code that allows you to
exchange your policy for another one without
recognizing the gain in your policy as taxable
income. The reason I bring it up is that there
could be some valid reasons for you to explore
an exchange. For starters, if you do prioritize the
death benefit for your survivors over the cash
value for your own use, an exchange might enable
you to apply the cash value of the current policy
as premium for a new policy with a considerably
larger death benefit. Assuming you don’t want to
pay any more premiums into any policy, we might

look for the largest death benefit that would be
supported for the rest of your life with either a
guarantee that no further premium would be
required or at least strong assurance of that result
because of conservative funding assumptions. If
you’re willing to pay more premiums, then the
new policy could support an even larger death
benefit. Now, of course, whether an exchange
would make sense and even be a better deal for
you at life expectancy than your current policy
will depend on underwriting and policy selection
and design. That’s why I asked if you would be
willing to be examined.
C: W hy wouldn’t I look at that? Depending on how
my thinking sorts out, that could be a good
move. Can you run some numbers based on a
good underwriting outcome so I can see if it’s
worth pursuing?
A: Sure. Let’s stay on the topic of the Section 1035
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C:

A:
C:
A:

exchange, but with a different or perhaps
additional objective, which is to acquire some LTC
coverage. Unlike policies of yesteryear, which were
one dimensional, today’s policies offer features that
enable you to apply the insurance towards your
LTC needs. Let’s just say that the policy enables
you to “accelerate” the death benefit for lifetime
use. A lot of people like this approach to LTC
insurance, if for no other reason than it removes
two of the major objections to a traditional LTC
policy: (1) pricing uncertainty, and (2) paying a
lot of premium but ending up never needing the
policy. Again, underwriting has to cooperate.
I had no idea about all this! It’s IRR. You know,
it’s really revelatory. Hey, speaking of “accelerate,”
if I start to run out of gas and need a break, I’ll let
you know.
Got it. Ready for another look at a Section 1035
exchange?
Sure.
You exchange the policy for an annuity. Once
again, you wouldn’t recognize the gain in your
policy when you do the exchange. The annuity
could be an immediate annuity or a deferred

annuity. Now, this is a very broad topic, especially
because there’s been a lot of product innovation
over the past few years. So in the limited time we
have on this call, we’ll keep things at a high level
to gauge your interest. Very basically, with an
immediate annuity, the cash value from the old
policy buys you an income stream for the rest of
your life or the rest of the joint lives of you and
your spouse. The payments start within a year
of the exchange. And by the way, if the concept
of the immediate annuity interests you, you
should know that an important feature of your
own policy is the right to, basically, convert the
policy into an annuity for you and, if you choose,
your spouse. It’s something most policyholders
don’t realize they can do with these policies. The
insurance company can tell you how much the
payments would be for each annuity option and
how much of each payment would be taxable,
which again, is important to you. In any event,
if the concept of the immediate annuity interests
you, we should explore the various kinds of
products and do some comparison shopping.

There can also be an LTC
component with some
deferred annuities.

Heart to Heart
La Conversation by Marcel Mouly sold for
$5,355 at Doyle’s Fine Art auction on Feb. 23,
2022 in New York City. A French abstract artist, Mouly is known for his boldly colored works. Ironically, Mouly was
initially sent to drawing school as a punishment when he was a child.
His style was influenced by some of the greats, including Matisse and
Picasso (whom he counted as a friend).

SPOT

LIGHT

C: I guess I’m like most people and didn’t know
that either about my policy. As far as the whole
immediate annuity concept is concerned, I can
understand why some people would like that
idea, I mean turning the policy into an income
stream that they can’t outlive, especially if they
don’t have a pension. But I’ll pass, mainly because
I don’t want to entirely give up the asset at this
juncture. Also, I heard you say something about
some of the payment being taxable, so I’d have
to go through all that with my tax advisor. What
about the deferred kind?
A: 
The deferred annuity keeps the cash value,
your capital, intact, though as a client once
said to me about her Section 1035 exchange of
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C:
A:
C:
A:

C:
A:
C:
A:
C:

a life policy to a deferred annuity, the deferred
annuity “reconfigures” the cash value into a
different mechanism. It does maintain the taxdeferred build-up, which you like, but you would
immediately lose the life insurance in excess of
the cash value. Right there, it could be a nonstarter, but let’s spend a couple minutes. There
are different kinds of deferred annuities, and
each brings something to the table. And there are
a variety of options, and some rules, for taking
money from the contract. There can also be an
LTC component. There’s even a lot of flexibility
for a surviving spouse beneficiary of the contract
to maintain the deferral. But this is a much
longer conversation. We’d have to talk about the
structure, features, benefits, charges, contractual
provisions, guarantees and economics of the
products and more. Of course, given your
concern about taxes, we’d have to focus on
the significant differences in the way the two
products, meaning life insurance and deferred
annuities, are taxed, both during your lifetime
and on your death. And, of course, you’ll want
to see the numbers so that you can determine
whether the overall packaging is preferable to the
packaging represented by your policy.
Just so even I sort of understand this, let me ask
you a few questions. I keep the deferral, right?
R
 ight.
Any required minimum distributions like I have
with my individual retirement account, my IRA?
No. There are no required minimum distributions
as you have with your IRA. However, there may
be a requirement that you start annuitizing at a
certain age, like 90, for example. We’d have to
look at each contract.
That, I like! Maybe it’s kinda the same question,
but can I choose to take money out in one year
but not in another?
Yes, by way of withdrawals, though again, with
the caveat about eventual annuitization that I
mentioned.
That’s good! When I do take a withdrawal, how
is that taxed?
I t’s ordinary income to the extent of the gain you
have in the contract.
Okay, or maybe not okay. That’s good because

it gives me some flexibility to manage taxable
income on a yearly basis. I like that too! So, here’s
what I’m thinking about this. On one hand, my
gut is telling me in no uncertain terms that I
don’t want to lose the life insurance and all the
benefits and security of the policy, which I now
appreciate more than I did before this phone
call. On the other hand, even if I leave my policy
alone after all this, give or take a tweak of the
dividends, I could consider the deferred annuity
for other money. I like the deferral, and I really
like the absence of required distributions. So let
me see some information and some numbers. I’ll
run this by my tax advisor too. As a matter of
fact, my tax advisor does a “tax tune-up” for us
after each year’s return is done. I’m going to add
this topic to the list!
I have to say that this is good stuff, and I’m
glad you’re covering it all. Hey, I have to be
realistic. Things can change. Maybe a few years
from now I’ll need to supplement my income. Or,
if my wife were to predecease me, my priorities
could change, along with the rest of my life, and
I’d have a very different take on what to do with
the policy. So anyway, it’s good to hear all this. Is
there anything else I should know about?
A: Well, the last two items on my checklist are life
settlements and giving the policy to charity,
but neither would apply. Some day, perhaps.
Meanwhile, I’ll pull together some illustrations
and information for the items you indicated that
you would like to check out.
C: 
Sounds good. And thanks for making this so
interesting. Very helpful!

A Rewarding Conversation

As noted earlier, this conversation would have taken
a very different tack if any of C’s circumstances,
mindset or policy type and condition differed from
C in the article. The point is that this or any C
should find that a conversation like this one with a
life insurance advisor has its own IRR…it’s really
rewarding.
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